BUSWORLD ACADEMY WEBINAR
SERIES – PART 2
Sep 16th, 2020

Answers to questions posed by the attendees
Dear friends of the bus and coach industry,
Thank you for attending PART 2 of our webinar series in partnership with CheckMyBus
on “Coach Industry Comeback! Digital Strategies & Success Stories”.
Please find in this document the questions asked by the attendees that remained
unanswered during the webinar.
For the ease of use, we have made a content table of all the questions asked. Just click
on the question to jump to the answer. You can always jump back to the overview by
clicking the button “Back to List” under each question. Or you can search the name of
questioner in the document.
Kind regards,
The Busworld Academy & CheckMyBus Team
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1. What real practical idea we can offer the PTO's in order to bring more customers back
into the Public Transport? Service & security & …? Before and after this initiative, what
kind of business impact you have experienced?
2. How can we alter the demand if tourism is stopped by the government to avoid
contagion?
3. Do you see last mile services like door2gate as a replacement of traditional shuttles in
the future, or is the goal rather to compete with services like Uber?
4. Do you do omnichannel distribution?
5. Does it mean that e-commerce is bringing back the customers into the Public Transport?
6. What occupancy rate is allowed in buses and coaches today?
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Question by Jean-Luc Deflandre

What real practical idea we can offer the PTO's in order to bring more customers
back into the Public Transport? Service & security & …? Before and after this
initiative, what kind of business impact you have experienced?
Answer by Walter Dabbicco
Service, Security and… more data analysis. This could be the way for the public transport of
the future. Go towards a tailor made service for the passengers and their needs.
Answer by José Juan Ciccia
That’s why in Peru we reduce the services for the intercity travels and we start looking for
companies to move there workers and also renting buses.
Back to List

Question by Carlos Mejia Chang

How can we alter the demand if tourism is stopped by the government to avoid
contagion?
Answer by Walter Dabbicco
It is not easy to identify a correct strategy, but some good ideas are running around the
world: give a look at Qantas No Destination flights: https://www.world-todaynews.com/flights-without-destination-the-initiative-of-quantas-post-covid/
Back to List

Question by Sylvain Verdier

Do you see last mile services like door2gate as a replacement of traditional shuttles
in the future, or is the goal rather to compete with services like Uber?
Answer by Paola Daddato
Flibco.com, being the European expert in city to airport transportation, we will never be in
direct competition with services like Uber or Lyft. We think that especially in the airport
transport the secret for coach companies will be to have the right balance between the
traditional shuttle service and the innovative Door2Gaten service. In order to do that they will
need the right tools providing them valuable data for a flexible and data driven decision
making.
Back to List

Question by Diego Marin

Do you do omnichannel distribution?
Answer by José Juan Ciccia
Yes, we work with RedBus - BusBud at the moment.
Back to List
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Question by Jean-Luc Deflandre

Does it mean that e-commerce is bringing back the customers into the Public
Transport?
Answer by José Juan Ciccia
Not necessary bringing back the customers but without all the competitors in the digital
system, and a good e-commerce, the probability of having more customers is higher.
Back to List

Question by Carlos Orciani

What occupancy rate is allowed in buses and coaches today?
Answer by Walter Dabbicco
Currently the occupancy rate allowed in Italy is around 50% (1 meter distance between
passengers, the only exception is related to relatives who can travel close together).
Back to List
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